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K.R. Kellum has proved that a continuum is an almost continuous image of the interval [O, I] 
if and only if it is an almost Peano continuum. Hence, a continuum is an almost continuous image 
of [0, I] if it has a dense arc component. 
Our principal result is that any almost arcwise connected, semi-hereditarily unicoherent, metric 
continuum with only countably many arc components has a dense arc component. An example 
is given to show that this is not true for unicoherent continua in general. It is also shown that 
any semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum with only countably many arc components has at 
most one dense arc component, and if it has a dense arc component, then every other arc component 
is nowhere dense. This generalizes results of Fugate and Mohler for A-dendroids. 
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In [4], Kellum proved that a continuum is an almost continuous image of the 
interval [0, l] if and only if it is an almost Peano continuum. Hence, a continuum 
is an almost continuous image of [0, l] if it has a dense arc component. 
Let M be an almost arcwise connected A-dendroid with only countably many 
arc components. Then M has one dense arc component and every other arc 
component of M is nowhere dense [3, Theorem 3, p. 2631. Hence, M is an almost 
continuous image of [0, 11. 
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We generalize this theorem by replacing the assumption that M is a A-dendroid 
with the assumption that M is a semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum. An 
example is given to show that this result cannot be extended to unicoherent continua. 
A continuum is a nondegenerate compact connected metric space. A continuum 
M is almost arcwise connected if for each pair of nonempty open subsets of M there 
is an arc that intersects both of them, and M is an almost Peano continuum if for 
each finite collection of nonempty open subsets of M, there is a Peano continuum 
(i.e. a locally connected continuum) in M that intersects each element of the 
collection. A continuum M is semi-hereditarily unicoherent [l] if A n B is connected 
whenever A and B are subcontinua such that Int(A\B) # 0 and Int( B\A) # 0. Note 
that this definition is more general than that of weak hereditary unicoherence, due 
to MaCkowiak [7, p. 1771 which requires An B to be connected whenever Int(A) # 0 
and Int( B) # 0. A function f: M + N is almost continuous if each neighbourhood, 
in M X N, of the graph off contains the graph of a continuous function g: M + N. 
Lemma 1. Suppose H and I are subcontinua of a semi-hereditarily unicoherent con- 
tinuum M such that H n Z is not connected and Int( H\ I) # 0. If P is an arc component 
of M such that Pn (H n I) #Q and P does not contain Int(H\Z), then P is jirst 
category in M\( H v I). 
Proof. Let H n I = Au B, a separation, and assume that P is second category in 
an open subset W of M\( H u I). Let x be an element of [Int( H\I)]\P and let U,, 
u,,... be a local basis for the topology at x in Int( H\I). Let Pa = {t E P 11 E A or 
there is an arc in M\ B from t to A} and Pe = {t E P 1 t E B or there is an arc in M\A 
from t to B}. Since P n (H n I) # 0, clearly P = Pa u Pe, so either PA or Pe is second 
category in W. Assume without loss of generality that PA is second category in W. 
For each natural number i, let Ni be the l/i-neighborhood of B and let Pi = 
{t E PA 1 t E A or there is an arc in M\( U, u N,) from t to a point of A}. Then 
PA = UT=“=, Pi, hence, for some natural number j, cl Pj contains an open set in W. 
Let K = I u cl 4, which is a continuum. Then K contains an open set in W but 
does not contain Int(H\I), H contains Int(H\I) but does not intergect W and 
HnK= Hn(Iuc1 Pj)=(HnI)u(Hncl Pj) 
=(AuB)u(Hnclq)=Bu(Au(HnclP,)). 
But B and Au (H n cl Pj) are disjoint closed sets and this contradicts the semi- 
hereditary unicoherence of M. 0 
Theorem 2. If M is a semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum and P is an arc 
component of M that is densely second category in an open subset U of M, then any 
other arc component is nowhere dense in U. 
Proof. Assume another arc component Q is dense in an open subset U’ of U. Let 
p E P and q E Q. Let I be an irreducible subcontinuum of M from p to q. Without 
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loss of generality, it can be assumed that I n U’ = 0. To see this, let I E Q n U’ and 
let B,, B2, . . . be a local basis at r in U’. For i = 1,2,. 
n I, since I is not locally connected at r. 
Let 0: = D,\A. The continuum H = 4 uA contains p and q but H n 0: =0 and 
so, since I is irreducible from p to q, H n I is not connected. Then by Lemma 1, 
P is first category in B:. But B: G U’ and P is densely second category in U’, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. Both points, r and s, belong to P. 
Let P, = (1 E P ( 6 is in the r arc component of M\(s)} and Z’, = {t E P 1 t is in the 
s arc component of M\(r)}. Then P = P, u P,. Hence, without loss of generality, 
P, n U’ is second category. Choose a point q’ in Q n I/‘, and let B,, B,, . . . be a 
local basis at q’ in U’, let D,, D,, . . . be a local basis at r, and, for i = 1,2,. . , let 
Pi be the s-component of M\( Bi u D,). Since P, is second category in U’ and 
P, c lJy=, P,, there is an integer j such that 4 contains an open subset V of U’. 
Since Q is dense in V there is an arc A from q to a point of V. Also, let A’ be an 
arc from p to s. Since I is not locally connected at r, Au A’ does not contain D, n Z. 
Let Dj = D,\(A u A’). Since P is dense in B,, A does not contain B,. Similarly, since 
Q is dense in B,, A’ does not contain B,\A. Let B; = B,\(A u A’). The continuum 
H = P, u Au A’ contains p and q, but H n Dj = 0. Since Z is irreducible from p to 
q, H n I is not connected. Then, by Lemma 1, P is first category in Bi. But Bj G U’ 
and P is densely second category in U’, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3. If M is a semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum with a dense arc 
component, then every other arc component isjirst category in M. 
The following corollary generalizes results of Fugate and Mohler for A-dendroids 
[2, Corollaries 1.9 and 1.10, pp. 396, 3971. Examples are given in [5] and [6] which 
show that the condition that M have countably many arc components cannot be 
omitted (even for A-dendroids). 
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Corollary 4. Suppose M is a semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum that has only 
countably many arc components. Then M has at most one dense arc component and 
if M has a dense arc component, then every other arc component is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Since M has a countable number of arc components, there exists an arc 
component R that is densely second category in an open subset U of M. If P is a 
dense arc component of M, then by Theorem 2, P = R. Hence, M has at most one 
dense arc component. 
Now suppose P is a dense arc component of M and Q is an arc component that 
is dense in an open set ZJ. Since M has a countable number of arc components, 
there exists an arc component R that is densely second category in an open subset 
U’of U. By Theorem 2, R = Q and R = P, hence P = Q. Therefore, any arc component 
of M other than P is nowhere dense, and Corollary 4 is proved. 0 
Theorem 5. Suppose M is an almost arcwise connected, semi-hereditarily unicoherent 
continuum. Then at most one arc component of M is second category. 
Proof. Suppose M has two second category arc components, P and Q. Then P and 
Q are densely second category in some open sets U and V, respectively, which by 
Theorem 2, can be chosen so that cl P n V = 63 and cl Q n U = 0. Let I be a subcon- 
tinuum of M that is irreducible between a point p of P and a point q of Q. It can 
be assumed without loss of generality that Z n (U u V) = 0. To see this, let A, be 
an arc from a point r of U to a point s of V. Let R,, R2, . . . and S,, Sz, . . . be point 
bases at r and s, respectively, in U and V, respectively. For each natural number 
i, let Pi and Qi be the p-component and q-component, respectively, of M\( Ri u Si). 
Then UT=“=, Pi 2 P and UT=“=, Qi 2 Q, so, for some natural numberj, Pj and Qj contain 
open subsets of U and V, respectively. Let A, be an arc from a point of Pj to a 
point of Qj, and let Z be a subcontinuum of Pj u A, u Qj that is irreducible from p 
to q. Also, reassign the names ‘U’ and ‘V’ to R,\A, and S,\A,, respectively. Then 
U, V and Z have the cited properties. 
Since Z is irreducible but is not an arc, Z is not locally connected. Let r be a 
point of Z\{p, q} at which Z is not locally connected. Then, without loss of generality, 
r @ Q. Let R,, RZ, . . , be a local basis at r. For some natural number j, q’, the closure 
of the q arc component of M\;R,, contains an open subset of V. Also 9’2 M\ U. 
Let M’ be the continuum resulting from ‘shrinking’ q’ to a point. Then M’ is 
semi-hereditarily unicoherent, since q’ is a continuum. Since M is almost arcwise 
connected, the q’ arc component of M’ is dense in M’ and, hence, is dense in U. 
But P’, the p arc component of M’, is densely second category in U. Hence, by 
Theorem 2, q’ E P’. Let A’ be an arc from p to q’ in M’. Since Z is not locally 
connected at r, R, n I is not contained in any arc. Hence, Z-Z = q’u (A’\{q’}) is a 
continuum in M that does not contain I. Therefore, since Z is irreducible from p 
to q and {p, q} E H, H n Z is not connected. It follows, by Lemma 1, that P is first 
category in M\( H u I) and hence, in U, a contradiction. 0 
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In [3, Theorem 3, p. 2631 an incorrect proof was given in the setting where A4 is 
a A-dendroid. The following theorem offers a correct proof in the more general 
setting where M is semi-hereditarily unicoherent. [3, Example 3, p. 2621 shows that 
the condition that M have only countably many arc components cannot be omitted 
even for almost Peano A-dendroids. 
Theorem 6. Suppose M is a semi-hereditarily unicoherent continuum that is almost 
arcwise connected and has only countably many arc components. Then M has a dense 
arc component and every other arc component is nowhere dense in M. 
Proof. Let U and V be any two open subsets of M. Since M is second category in 
U and in V and is the union of countably many arc components, some arc 
component, P, is second category in U and some arc component, Q, is second 
category in V. By Theorem 5, P = Q. But U and V are any two open subsets of M. 
Hence, M contains a dense arc component that is, in fact, second category in every 
open subset of M. By Corollary 4, every other arc component is nowhere dense in 
M. 0 
The example that follows shows that Theorem 6 cannot be extended to unicoherent 
continua, even to hereditarily decomposable ones. 
Example 7. There exists a unicoherent, hereditarily decomposable, almost Peano 
continuum Z that has only countably many arc components and does not have a 
dense arc component. 




In E3 uniformly modify C x[O, l] x(O) so that each component of UT=*=, Pi is the 
limit bar of a sin l/x curve as indicated in Fig. 1. For x in C\[lJy=, Ei] the arc 
{x} x[O, l] x(0) is modified so that it remains an arc, and so that the collection of 
components of the resulting space W is a continuous collection. Hence, W is 
compact, and the components of W that miss UT=, P, are arcs whose union is dense 
in W. 
For i=l,2,...,let 
Qi=(( X,Y, Z)E WY 
1 
czandxt Ei . 
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x Fig. I 
Let d be the function from W into W defined by 
d(x, Y, z) = 
{ 
(4 Y, z) if (x, y, z) E W[UP_, QJ, 
(O,Y,Z) if(x,xz)EUE, Qior_Y=O. 
Let X be d[ w] with the quotient topology. Note that X is a continuum that has 
only countably many arc components and only one of them is dense in X. 
Let h be a homeomorphism on X such that X n h[X] = 0. Let A,, A,, . . . be a 
convergent sequence of disjoint arcs with the following properties. For each i, the 
end points of Ai are (0, 1/2i, 0) and h(O,1/2i, 0) and no other point of Ai belongs 
to X u h[X]. The limit S of A,, A,, . . . is a sin l/x curve with limit bar B such 
that B n X = 0, S n X = ((0, 0, 0)}, and B n h[X] = S n h[X] = {h(O, 0,O)). Note that 
(0, 0,O) and h(0, 0,O) are in different arc components of S. 
Let Y be X u h[X] u S u [Uy=, Ai]. Note that Y has only countably many arc 
components and does not have a dense arc component. Also, if D, and LIZ are open 
subsets of X and h[X], respectively, then some arc in Y intersects D, and Dz. 
However, Y is not unicoherent, and is not an almost Peano continuum, because 
S u [Uy=, Ai] has nonvoid interior. 
Let p be the Hausdorff metric on 2” (the space of closed subsets of Y). Let G,, 
Gz, . . . be a sequence of disjoint nonempty open sets in W\UE, Qi such that 
p({(O, 0, 0)}, cl Gi) c l/i for each i. For each i, let H, be the sin l/x curve in X that 
is irreducible between Ai and Ai+,, and let J, be Ai u H, u h[Hi]. Let K = cl[IJTL, Ji]. 
Leaving Y\ G, fixed, stretch G, around K so that p( K, cl G,) s 1. Continue this 
process. For each i, without moving Y\Gi, stretch G, so that p( K, cl Gi) s l/i. The 
result of this process is the desired continuum 2. 
Since Z is an almost Peano continuum, Z is an almost continuous image of [0, 11. 
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Question 8. Is every unicoherent, almost arcwise connected continuum that has 
only countably many arc components an almost Peano continuum? 
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